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 While differences between major types of recreational activities describe borderlines 

between major regions of economic, social, and cultural attachment, a finer grade of recrea-

tional distinctions is obscured by the crude delineation provided by these major types. In 

fact, recreational activities reveal to the careful observer an almost infinite recursion of sub-

distinctions, and at each point where we might hope to draw a totality we find upon careful 

study a fragmentation of yet more divisions. By uncovering these recreational subdistinc-

tions we can provide a more thorough and accurate depiction not only of the motivations of 

the participants in these activities, but also of the micro-ecological social aspirations which 

are made manifest in these subdistinctions.

 This paper seeks to document the culture of telemark skiing counterpoised next to 

that of ‘mainstream’ alpine skiing. It attempts, at its center, to describe an identifiable suite 

of behaviors and inclinations by which telemark skiers assert a unique aesthetic and social 

identity. This identity, oftentimes pictured in negative terms from the assumptions of the 

broader ski culture of which it is a sub-group, proceeds out of a cultivation of chosen forms 

rather than material necessities. It is because of this that it is possible to speak of telemark 

‘culture.’ Human preferences, rather than inherent mechanical differences, make up the 

bulk of what set telemark skiers into a distinct category.

  Telemark skiing draws a portion of its cachet from distinctions which are deliberately 

designed to resist the commercialization and homogenization of alpine ski culture. It enjoys 

an animating force in the form of a naturalistic sentimentality which seeks to re-envision 

skiing as a naturalistic activity carried out in places insulated from commercial capitaliza-

tion. As such, telemark ski culture must be considered in simultaneity with a larger cultural 

phenomenon in which ideas of nature and physical challenge are articulated outside of the 

mainstream. The situation of telemark as an ‘alternative’ or ‘independent’ form of skiing is 

important, as, in the vast majority of cases, participants have deliberately elected to take it 

up as a pastime. This elective nature leads to shared value systems amongst its practitioners.
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 However compelling these particular aesthetic and social commonalities may be, 

though, this analysis nevertheless seeks to avoid a reductionist portrayal of telemark skiers. 

It emphasizes the ways that they carve out idiosyncratic, individual appropriations of the 

sport and shift their emphasis from positions of distinction to ones of inclusion. In other 

words, attempts at both sub-subdistinction and at anti-distinction complicate the story of 

telemark skiing and resist attempts to establish arbitrary cultural borders around it. Ulti-

mately, while telemark skiers choose to participate in the sport for a variety of socially-

reinforced reasons, the most powerful force drawing them to it is a sense of individual ex-

ploration. It is useful to describe the preferential similarities which constitute telemark cul-

ture, but it is not enough to stop there.

 Instead, by excavating the finely-graded cultural distinctions which set telemark skiing 

apart from the mainstream ski culture, I hope to show not only that stereotypical unity can 

be disintegrated into conflicting and contentious sub-identities, but also to provide a case 

study in how subdistinction creates cultural pride out of an ambiguous process of differen-

tiation. Since skiing is already an ‘elite’ activity—often associated with upperclass social and 

economic groups—the way in which telemarkers have positioned themselves represents a 

curious nesting of elitism. Because telemarking is, in ways, an elite of an elite, it helps to il-

luminate how multiple layers of socio-cultural association act contingently on each other. 

Furthermore, a careful study of telemarking reveals certain practices which overlap onto 

certain subdistinctions of other recreational activities. Put simply, this study seeks to employ 

telemark skiing in order to understand a certain style of recreational mindset, not to carica-

ture telemark skiing as a monolithic entity. In Geertz’s words, these anthropological facts 

allow us “to think not only realistically and concretely about them, but, what is more impor-

tant, creatively and imaginatively with them.”1
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 Essentially, the only mandatory material distinction which sets telemark skiing apart 

from modern alpine is the presence of a special binding which allows the heel to freely dis-

engage from the ski as well as flexible boots which are designed to work in tandem with 

these bindings. Outside of this, telemark skiers can use equipment which is more or less 

identical to that used by alpine skiers—including the skis themselves (though it is far more 

common to use specialized telemark skis). This free-heel style enables a quite different style 

of skiing from alpine, as well as the ability to simulate some of the abilities of cross-country 

skiing.

 The free-heel style is actually much older than fixed-heel alpine, but was mostly aban-

doned when modern ski technology became popularized in the 1930s. Beginning in the 

1970s, however, telemark skiing began to resurface amongst a “small elite group of skiers” 

who “went back a century in time to rediscover a classic turn.”2 Skiers looking for some-

thing beyond skiing’s mass market turned to telemark as a new recreational frontier. Dick 

Hall, who helped re-introduce telemarking to New England, “believed that telemarking was 

needed to restore skiing to what it was before it split into cross-country and alpine,” as each 

sport “had lost their way.”3 It is this resurgent culture of telemark skiing which makes up the 

object of study for this essay.

 The bulk of my contemporary data for this study comes from a questionnaire distrib-

uted online to several online communities of telemark skiers. I received over 200 responses 

to the questionnaire, which asked a variety of questions in both quantitative and free-

response form about the skiers’ feelings about telemark and other mountain sports. For this 

paper, I have selected the quantitative answers from a random sample of 125 of the surveys 

while drawing from the free responses of all of the surveys. In addition, I conducted on-site 

ethnographic observation at several New England ski areas during the early months of 2008.
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 There are three main places where one can find telemark skiers: at existing ‘main-

stream’ ski areas and resorts; at a handful of ski areas which cater particularly or exclusively 

to telemarkers; and at backcountry areas not yet commercialized as developed ski areas (of-

ten on public land). The fraction of the skiing population that is made up by telemarkers 

increases as one moves across these three categories—that is, telemarkers are a specialized 

minority at commercial resorts, while they are much more prevalent at ‘telemark-focused’ 

ski areas, and in the backcountry they often make up a majority of skiiers. Many respondents 

to the surveys gave backcountry locations as their favorite places to ski; those that selected 

ski areas often chose ones like Mad River Glen in Vermont or Powder Mountain in Utah 

which are less-developed and more backcountry-oriented.

 Perhaps the first obvious demographic feature of telemark skiers is that they are dis-

proportionately men. That is not to say that there are no female telemark skiers, only to 

point out that the modal identity of the telemarker is even more predominantly male than it 

already is in the larger skiing culture. In my survey, 85.8% of respondents were male [See 

Fig. 1]. Even more striking than the predominance of men is the predominance of whites. 

87.2% of my respondents who chose to provide an ethnic identification labeled themselves 

white [See Fig. 2]. This should of course be considered in the context of skiing at large, 

which one survey shows draws only about 2% blacks, 4% Asians, 3% Latinos, and 1% Na-

tive Americans.4 My survey yielded 0.9%, 2.6%, 0.9%, and 0.9% of each of these categories, 

which, given the sample size, is not too far out of the ordinary. Still, it is important to rec-

ognize the power of such a large majority of white males in shaping the cultural space of 

telemark. Additionally, it is worth nothing the very even age distribution amongst my re-

spondents. Approximately equal numbers fell into the 21–30, 31–40, and 41–50 age brackets 

[See Fig. 3].
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 Perhaps one explanatory factor for these demographic distributions is the fact that vir-

tually all telemark skiers learned another downhill sport first and then went on to take up 

telemark later in life. When asked which sport they learned first, only 0.85% of respondents 

said they learned to ski on telemark skis. The vast majority—66.7%—learned to alpine ski 

first [See Fig. 4]. Telemark skiing thus involves a second investment of both capital, energy, 

and time in specialized equipment and technique beyond alpine or cross-country skis. This 

idea of telemark as a ‘second sport,’ one which is chosen deliberately by seasoned skiers 

ready to move beyond alpine and demonstrate an additional commitment to a unique type 

of skiing, was repeatedly mentioned as a reason why telemark is ‘important’ to people. “Al-

pine only gets boring when you do it all the time,” said one, and another wrote, “I was 

bored by alpine, and tele got me back out there.” 

 If most telemark skiers were once involved in alpine or at least cross-country, then, 

how is it possible to produce a demarcation between telemark and the broader ski culture? 

Some respondents violently resisted such an implication, preferring to consider their sport 

merely a matter of equipment choice. When asked to describe what makes telemark ‘differ-

ent’ from alpine skiing, a number puckishly provided definitional answers: “Their bindings 

are different,” said one; “their heel isn’t locked down,” said another. Others took notable 

offense to the implication that they belong to a subculture. “They are not really all that dif-

ferent,” said one, and another, rejecting the idea out of hand, insisted “it’s a sport, not a cul-

ture.” One was quite clear about the idea of telemark as subdistinction: “Because I telemark 

it doesn't make me any different, and I don’t see how it would make others, despite their 

best efforts to be different, any different.”

 But the vast majority of respondents stressed the idea that something sets telemark ski-

ers apart beyond the style of their equipment. Some replied with definitions that specifically 

counterpoised telemark to alpine; others merely stressed telemark’s own idiosyncrasies. Re-

spondents identified telemarkers as drawn to the idea of “self powered recreation;” they are 
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“more stubborn,” and make up “another breed” of skier. Others called telemarkers a 

“unique group” who are “more open minded, ready for a challenge” and who are “way more 

passionate than alpine skiers.” They often suggested that there is a sense of personal valence 

with the sport and its culture, as “no one is a telemarker on accident.” There was some 

normative sentiment that telemark skiers are better than alpine skiers: “We take it more se-

riously, we are snobs about it,” said one, and another said of alpine: “I don’t need no training 

heels! They’re for wimps!” Another pointed to a perception of elitism: telemarkers “are 

snotty. They think they are better than others: big gear geeks; gear snobs.” The majority of 

respondents, though, focused on the particular sentiments which draw telemarkers together: 

they are more “interested in the experience than the result,” and they are “a bit more hard 

core.”

 Clearly, then, at least a large fraction of telemarkers consider themselves culturally dis-

tinct from alpine skiers, and at least to some degree their pursuit of the sport is based on, as 

one respondent put it, a desire to “seek difference and differentiation.” The emphasis of this 

differentiation appears to be centered around two factors of distinction: a greater sense of 

athleticism found in telemark, and a closer association with the natural setting of the sport. 

These two responses were not only the top two selections on my five provided options of 

important factors [See Fig. 5], they also recurred again and again in free responses. The dif-

ficulty of performing the telemark turn—and the consequent grace and accomplishment 

found in achieving it—resonated with a large number of respondents. One exulted about the 

“challenge and the uniqueness of the tele turn,” and another liked to “make a bigger effort 

and face a steeper learning curve.” Others noted that it is “more of a workout” and that they 

“wanted more of a challenge” than alpine could offer them. Telemarkers are “generally 

more physically active,” said one respondent, and, he added, “more interested in outdoor 

activities compared to alpine skiers.” Another said the center of telemark’s appeal lies in “the 

challenge of making it look easy and graceful.” 
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 The ability to ski away from predefined trails and ski areas was described hand-in-

hand with the idea that telemarkers are more concerned with appreciating the natural envi-

ronment. Compared to alpine skiers, telemarkers are “attracted more to the journey than 

the destination,” and “more interested in working with the mountain to move downhill than 

imposing their will on the hill.” Telemarkers are “more respectful of the environment,” said 

one, and another noted that in contrast to alpine skiers “with little or no regard for the wil-

derness ethic,” telemarkers “are much more likely to be adept wilderness travelers.” 

 A whole halo of cultural associations is produced around these aesthetic and social va-

lences to athleticism and the environment. A strong current of independence runs through-

out telemarkers’ depictions of their cultural lives. Telemarkers are “hippy-er,” reported one 

respondent, and another identified a “whole goofy subculture thing going on.” One respon-

dent labeled this style with a particular political mindset, arguing that telemarkers are “a 

more intelligent, liberal, free thinking, tree hugging group. There were very few Republi-

cans who teled.” The distinction between telemark and alpine, said another, is that tele-

markers are “more left-leaning.” When Derek Hall formed the North American Telemark 

Organization, one of its missions was “to achieve world peace.”5 These responses suggest 

that attraction to the telemark culture operates in synchronicity with an attraction to a par-

ticular style of lifestyle, one which is variously stereotyped as emphasizing natural aesthetics 

or socially liberal views. What ties them together, it seems, are various degrees of suspicion 

of the hyper-industrialized order. Although ‘anti-modernist’ is perhaps too strong a term, 

there is nonetheless a deep degree of sentimentality for a more genuine and adventuresome 

form of leisure. One respondent summed it up quite lyrically: “We practice our religion on 

bent knee in our temple of forests with diverse souls who participate in paying homage to 

nature.”
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 Partly because of their rarity, partly because of their advanced style, and partly because 

of their rejection of the norms of mainstream skiing, telemarkers enjoy a sense of mystique 

in the ski community. The telemark culture thus achieves some sense of exclusivity as a 

‘priestly class’ of skiers—in other words, those that have moved beyond the clichéd mass-

culture of the alpine skier and engaged themselves in a difficult, idiosyncratic pursuit. No 

doubt the telemarkers themselves are aware of this to varying degrees, and it is not unsur-

prising that, when asked to describe how much ‘respect’ they felt for different mountain 

sports, it was snowboarding—the most commercialized and sensational of the winter 

sports—that they felt most coolly about [See Fig 6]. One respondent pointedly remarked 

that there are “no tele versions of Stratton or Deer Valley,” two resorts famous for their 

wealthy clientele and posh conditions. Telemarkers emphasize their rejection of the elitist 

norms of mainstream skiing, forming a strange cocooning of elitism in which a somewhat 

smug normative sense of superiority is achieved through a conscious negation of the tradi-

tional conditions of elitism. One respondent alerted me to a bumper sticker that says “No-

body Cares That You Telemark,” which he offered as “proof that there are folks who do it 

because they think it’s cool.”

 Moreover, there is a clear preferential aesthetic similarity which the telemark skiers 

articulate and commonly recognize. I asked respondents to rank several articles of outerwear 

on a scale of 1 to 5 based on whether they would wear them, without identifying the source 

of the clothing. Two jackets in demure nature hues from Eastern Mountain Sports, an out-

doors outfitter, averaged a 3.9 and 3.8. A hat from a snowboarding store averaged a 2.0. And 

two riotously-patterned jackets from a snowboarding store both averaged 1.6. The trade 

publications which cater to telemark skiers, often small in circulation, deliberately employ a 

select set of images and words (as in cultural lingo like ‘off-piste’) which carry specific mean-

ings to telemark skiers. Advertising here is often self-consciously restrained, avoiding the 

hedonistic excesses that characterize contemporary mainstream ski advertising. Even the 
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large manufacturers have figured out how to ape this semiotic style: Atomic Ski Co.’s adver-

tisements for its telemark line are full of nature scenes and earth hues, in direct contrast to 

its alpine advertisements’ cacophony of celebrity skiers and bombast.

 These factors all conspire to create a real sense of identifiable community amongst the 

telemarkers. No doubt their positional relationship to mainstream skiing helps to define the 

members of this community, and its identity is reinforced by the shared cultural tastes which 

members bring to the community and then re-perform within it. Telemarkers are “very en-

couraging to one another,” and one respondent noted that the sport “allowed [him] to meet 

new people.” Another said that telemark differs from alpine in that telemarkers are “more 

interested in being part of and maintaining a community of other skiers.” Exclusivity and 

subdistinction are not only definitional aspects of the telemark experience—they also help 

to generate an intimate network of social ties. As one respondent summarized it: “because 

we are still a niche sport, we have a much stronger sense of community and proactively seek 

out each other’s company—it’s always nice to meet other people who have made the same 

unusual choice.”

 I was struck, however, by the almost universal chorus with which telemarkers identi-

fied individual feelings, rather than group aesthetics, at the center of their appreciation for 

the sport. One word which appeared many times in response to what made telemark impor-

tant was “freedom.” “In a word—freedom,” and “short answer, freedom” replied two re-

spondents about the personal cachet of telemarking. One reported happiness in finding 

themselves “a bit off the beaten path” and another noted “it’s liberating exploring the winter 

woods and mountains with ease and confidence.” Another waxed poetic about “the feel of 

the turn.” Such responses document a deep sense of spiritual enjoyment and satisfaction 

gained from performing well on telemark skis, and a joy of self-actualization found in mas-

tering the style. “It is beautiful to watch,” said another, “and the funnest thing besides sex 

and surfing.” The feelings which telemarkers have for their sport is a product of some 
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deeper passion than mere social affiliation. If there is a sense of aesthetic or social quirkiness 

and commonality amongst telemarkers, that sense is oriented and coordinated by the more-

important sense of genuine intimacy with the sport.

 This notable individuality allows the ethnographer to define the culture of telemark 

skiing, but it also frustrates any attempt at suggesting that this culture is totalized. Just as a 

low-resolution view of ‘ski culture’ ignores the important ways in which telemark forms a 

subdistinction of this broader culture, a low-resolution view of telemark itself obscures the 

many attempts by its practitioners to create their own appropriations of the sport. Each 

telemark skier arrives at the sport with their own particular reasons for abandoning or mov-

ing on from alpine skiing, and so the sport cannot help to exhibit a particular cultural 

makeup articulated in terms of its position against the mainstream. But this cultural makeup 

does not mark out fixed borders; instead, it describes a sort of haze of cultural affiliation. 

Within this haze, the process of leisure subdistinction is reproduced recursively, and thus 

simultaneously reinforced and disestablished.

 Some respondents suggested that the categorization of telemarking itself might be ob-

scuring an increasingly important distinction between backcountry and in-bounds skiers. It 

is here that I will leave the discussion of telemark at its suggestions of additional cross-

correspondences with other modes of subdistinction. “The difference I see is backcountry 

vs. liftserved,” wrote one respondent, and another said “I consider resort tele skiers as the 

same as alpine skiers.” Backcountry skiers, these respondents suggested, “are quite different 

from alpine skiers: they tend to be more interested in adventure, are more tolerant of objec-

tive hazards, and are more self-sufficient. They also tend to be older and perhaps less hip 

and trendy.” Telemark, it seems, has long served as a signaling proxy for the backcountry 

mentality, but, as the sport grows, it fractures and more important distinctions within it are 

revealed. In many ways, this is proof that no study of leisure practice will ever be defini-

tive—instead, ever-finer definitions will always gesture at finer ones still.
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Appendix 1. Figures

Figure 1. What is your gender? (Choose one.)
 n = 120

Figure 2. What ethnic group do you most identify with? (Choose one.)
 n = 117
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Figure 3. What age are you?
 n = 123

Figure 4. Which of the following sports did you learn first? (Choose one.)
 n = 118
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Figure 5. Which of the following elements do you consider important in making decisions about your 
recreational habits? (Choose as many as apply; percentages indicate those responding positively.) 
 n = 125

Figure 6. How much would you say you respect the types of people engaged in the following sports? (A 
score of 1 indicates very little respect; 5 indicates a great deal of respect. Arithmetic means shown.)
 n = 121
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